
THESIS FOR BSIT

an ordering with billing system for shoppers project presented to the faculty of sti college san fernando in partial
fulfillment of the requirements for the.

It should highlight the following: i. Visualization Systems g. What does it mean to transform massive amounts
of data into knowledge? Title or caption is set below the figure. Expert Systems and Decision Support
Systems; d. The thesis abstract is a summary of the thesis undertaking. Recommendations should be feasible,
workable, flexible and adaptable in a non-technical language and may include suggestions for further studies.
Undergraduate Research and Capstone Project Manual. The letters must be appearing fully formed and the
font type must be legible and unambiguous. Margin specifications are meant to facilitate binding and
trimming. All tables and figures are placed either at the top or bottom portion of the page. The title or caption
set above the body of the table should identify the table briefly. NOTE: A student asked to revise the capstone
project but not to defend it a second time, will be considered to have passed the oral examination. Maintain
regular at least twice a month contact with their adviser to report the progress of their work, as well as raise
any issues or concerns. The Computer Science thesis must be anchored on Computer Science principles.
Margins on other sides shall be two and a half centimeters or one inch. OLAP is based on a multidimensional
data model for complex analytical and ad-hoc queries with a rapid execution time. Numeration of figures
should be chronologically continued throughout the text or whole book. The location on the page, in regards to
the table or figure, in which you place each label must be the same location for every table or figure. See
Appendix B d. More than three members can be allowed depending on the complexity of the project. The
description section should make the content and entertainment value of the game obvious and convincing. If
color is essential to the content, all copies must contain original color presentations printed in the highest
quality, permanent ink, or presented as photographic prints. Acknowledgements should be expressed simply
and tactfully. The students will have to undergo two oral defenses. Text, tables and figures must be presented
in black ink only. Web Semantics d. Findings, Conclusions and Recommendations For the proposal and title
defense the presentation will only be up to item d. However, they are also not discouraged in working
individually or in pairs. If you intend multiplayer support on the Internet, indicate that as well. Link the study
with existing theories that are useful devise for interpreting, criticizing and unifying established scientific laws
or facts that serve as guide in discovering new generalizations. Computer Vision; h. Preliminary Pages a.
Specific, Measurable, Achievable, Realistic and Time-bounded. In this research, we will identify the gap
between Enterprise requirements and traditional relational database capabilities to look for other database
solutions. Usability b. The general text of the manuscript shall be double spaced. It has the great potential to
utilize big data for enhancing the customer experience and transform their business to win the market. The
departments involved, through the chairpersons, shall create in formal writing the extent and details of
collaboration. At least two years residency in the department and has served as a panelist. It is an undertaking
appropriate to a professional field. The first stage is the proposal defense and the second being the final oral
defense. The preliminary pages are numbered in consecutive lower case Roman numerals. It is expected that
through this activity the students would be able to show their comprehensive knowledge in their respective
field and at the same time be able to apply the concepts learned to their chosen field of specialization.


